Spotlight™

Spotlight™
Quantify. Justify. Simplify.
For legal teams looking to do
more with less, Legility Spotlight
delivers a purpose-built
eDiscovery project management
platform that sheds light on the
entire eDiscovery process.
Spotlight provides a simple yet powerful way to see exactly
what’s going on with all the matters you manage - where
your data is, how much each project will cost, and how long
it will take. Spotlight enables teams to pull the levers they
need to get the work done on time, under-budget, and right
the very first time.

Overview
Legility Spotlight is a business data analytics dashboard
that provides full visibility into all of your key metrics,
including data spend, ROI and reviewer statistics. Users
have immediate access to any structured data set, such as
e-billing, data volume or matter detail.
Spotlight provides fully customizable and intuitive
dashboards to assist in managing department functions,
giving you valuable information to improve the decision
making process.

Spotlight Offers
Controls that are fluid and
interactive
Customizable charts
updated in real time
Access from any device at
any time
Automatic export to Excel
and PDF files
No login to Relativity
required

Spotlight™
Features
Spotlight is a standalone dashboard that aggregates data
from review, processing, finance and other third party
discovery management software, providing unchartered
insight into key eDiscovery data.
User Friendly: Controls are fluid and interactive

•

Ensures Accuracy: Customizable charts updated in
real-time

•

Mobile Capable: Access from any device at any time

•

Flexible: Automatically export to Excel and PDF files

•

Simple Login: No login to Relativity required

Spotlight makes the preparation
of budgets, benchmarks, and
executive level presentations a
snap by presenting data in fully
customizable charts and graphs.
Alisa McLellan
Vice President of Client Services at Legility

Benefits
Quantify your savings, justify your buying decisions, simplify
budget forecasting.
•

Instantly see key metrics, volumes and benchmarks on
your data in real-time

•

Measure and quantify outside counsel efficiency

•

Live access to all the key metrics in a document review

•

View data in fully customizable charts and graphs to
streamline preparation of budgets, benchmarks and
executive level presentations

Let’s change the business of legal together.
legility.com | +1.888.LEGILITY (+1.888.534.4548)

Legility Spotlight displays data
in an interactive and
easy-to-use dashboard.

Legility Team

•

Legility is the independent,
global new law company.
We’re here to do the best legal
work of our lives alongside our
innovator clients.
We deliver transformative legal
solutions that build business
value and set our clients apart.
Our global network comprises
20+ offices & 1500 people,
and our legal operations work
spans every industry and
practice area. We have worldclass data, strategy, and talent
operations. But everyone and
everything is driven by our
core values:
•

Do the Right Thing.

•

Fabled Service.

•

Diversity is in our DNA.

•

Passion for Innovation.

